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Media Release: 

Tom Thomson Art Gallery Celebrates Openings of New Exhibitions  
Salt of the Earth: People of Bruce & Grey Counties and Snowed In 

 

Owen Sound, Ontario – Monday, January 7, 2019 - On Friday, January 
11, 2019 from 7PM – 9PM, join the staff of the Tom Thomson Art Gallery 
as they celebrate the opening of two new winter exhibitions Salt of the 
Earth: People of Bruce & Grey Counties by local photographer Willy 
Waterton curated by Heather McLeese and Snowed In: Selections from 
the Gallery’s Collection guest curated by Joan Hawksbridge. Additionally, 
on Saturday, January 12, 2019 at 1PM the Gallery will be hosting a TOM 
Talk with featured photographer, Willy Waterton. 
 
On Friday evening, the Gallery welcomes all to attend the official 
opening of these new exhibitions. Doors will open at 7PM with opening 
remarks beginning at 7:15PM. Admission to this event is free, and all are 
welcome. The Gallery would like to acknowledge David and Becky Madill 
for their generous support for the reception of Salt of the Earth: People 
of Bruce & Grey Counties. 
 

 

Salt of the Earth: People of Bruce & Grey Counties is a compelling touring photography project that 
highlights over 40 years of environmental portraiture work by Willy Waterton. For Waterton, the term 
“salt of the earth” describes “a decent, dependable, unpretentious person.” This phrase describes the 
people in the area, whom Waterton had the honour and privilege of photographing over his career as a 
photojournalist. This selection of 20 photographs challenges the historical notions of portrait photography 
by examining through a contemporary lens, the ordinary - yet extraordinary - diligent and humble people 
of the community. Each of these photographs documents a way of life that has vanished or is disappearing 
from this place we call home.  

The Gallery will be touring and sharing the Salt of the Earth: People of Bruce & Grey Counties exhibition 
throughout Bruce and Grey Counties thanks to funding support from Community Foundation Grey Bruce. 
The exhibition will tour aboard the MS Chi-Cheemaun during the 2019 season, then to Grey Bruce Health 
Services in Owen Sound, and will be on view at the Bruce County Museum & Cultural Centre in fall of 
2020. A special thanks to Geoff Taylor for photographic formatting, to Parson’s Foto Source of Owen 
Sound, to Lee Anne’s Custom Framing in Rockford, Ontario, to David and Becky Madill for their generous 
support. 

 

Willy Waterton, Duncan Moulton, one of the 
last commercial fisherman on Owen Sound, 
Georgian Bay. 
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The Gallery is pleased to officially open a second winter exhibition, Snowed In. Take an impromptu snow-
day and travel through a selection of our winter landscapes to the warm indoors and explore our interior 
rooms – spaces filled with flowers, food, comfort and plenty of colour. This exhibition is curated from the 
Gallery’s Collection by Joan Hawksbridge and has a variety of paintings, drawings, and sculpture to keep 
you happily indoors this winter.  

• 
 
More on Willy Waterton: A creek still bears the family name where Waterton’s ancestors settled in 
northern Grey County during the 1840s. A self-taught photographer, Waterton spent 35 years as a full-
time photojournalist at The Owen Sound Sun Times newspaper. During his tenure as chief 
photographer, he oversaw the transition from black and white photography, to colour publication, and 
then finally to digital. His newspaper photographs have won over 100 provincial and national awards. 
In 1990, Waterton was named Ontario News Photographers’ Association Photographer of the Year. His 
photography has appeared in national and international magazines, newspapers and books including 
the Globe and Mail, the New York Times and National Geographic. His work is in both public and 
private collections. Waterton’s life-long love for Bruce and Grey Counties has led to his commitment, 
through his photography, to interpret the people and land of this special part of Canada for you to 
enjoy. 
 
 
For more information, please contact Hillary Weppler, Visitor Services and Membership Coordinator at 
(519) 376-1932 or an email to hweppler@tomthomson.org.   
 
The Tom Thomson Art Gallery is a national cultural attraction, dedicated to the innovative spirit of iconic 
artist Tom Thomson, strongly identified with the Group of Seven whose images are virtually synonymous 
with the very idea of Canada. Our national identity is forged and fortified by our awareness and 
understanding of historical figures like Thomson, whose artwork has been described as being the “visual 
equivalent of our national anthem.” 
 
With over 32,000 visitors each year, the TOM is the region’s main disseminator of contemporary art and 
provides a unique experience for its audiences. The TOM celebrates excellence in the visual arts locally, 
nationally and internationally, through exhibitions of historical and contemporary art, education programs 
and the enrichment and interpretation of its significant Collection.  
 
Admission to The TOM is free or by donation. More information about the Gallery’s hours, Collection, 
programs and events can be found at www.tomthomson.org. The Gallery gratefully acknowledges its major 
funders, major sponsors, partners, members and donors. 
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